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When it comes to communication 
in remote areas, our network talks.

OUR HISTORY
Since 1985 Optus has successfully launched nine of our own 
satellites and operated thirteen spacecraft for a cumulative total 
of 120 spacecraft years; consisting of 92 years of fully station kept 
operations and over 25 years of experience in providing satellite 
services. Since 1992 Optus has invested more than $16 billion 
building its fixed, mobile and satellite networks. 
Our digitised infrastructure integrates optical fibre wireless and 
satellite technologies into one single network. And we are one of the 
few companies in the world to own, operate and integrate mobile 
and satellite technologies, enabling us to offer the full suite of 
communication services.
The Optus satellite team is renowned for its launch-support services 
to international satellite providers requiring Telemetry Tracking and 
Control and Transfer Orbit services in the southern hemisphere.

OPTUS TODAY
Currently the Optus satellite fleet consists of five geostationary 
satellites providing satellite services across Australia and New 
Zealand and to McMurdo Sound in the Antarctic. The major satellite 
services Optus provides include free-to-air television, pay television, 
radio broadcast, voice and data to corporate and government 
services, consumer broadband IP, video conferencing, and mobile 
satellite to all of Australia and New Zealand, including territorial 
waters. We currently support over 20,000 Very Small Aperture 
Terminal (VSAT) customers, over 3,000,000 Direct to Home (DTH) 
satellite dishes are pointed at Optus satellites and over 5,000 
customers are using Optus MobileSat service in remote areas  
of Australia, New Zealand and surrounding islands. 
Optus also has relationships with a number of third party satellite 
owners allowing Optus to offer its customers an extended set  
of products over third party satellites.  

Business in remote areas relies upon satellite communications. With Optus, 
businesses can access the largest fleet of domestic satellites in the Australia and 
New Zealand region. And that means communications in areas where no other 
infrastructure may exist. 
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OUR INFRASTRUCTURE
The Optus-owned satellite fleet (comprising of five spacecraft with 
a sixth on the way) is controlled from its major satellite facility in 
Belrose, New South Wales with a sister facility in Lockridge, Western 
Australia. Lockridge is both a domestic and an international gateway 
on the west coast for services from other international satellite 
carriers – bringing broadcast, voice and data to Australia. 
The Optus international satellite gateway on the East Coast is 
operated at Oxford Falls, New South Wales. Optus has equipped 
these facilities with links between them, by a diverse Optus 
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) fibre network. This facilitates 
restoration procedures following possible system failures.  

OUR VOICE AND DATA SOLUTIONS
SatData VSAT services are provisioned and supported by a highly-
skilled and experienced operational team who manage end-to-
end implementations with Optus network teams and third party 
technicians/installers. Tier 1 and 2 support ensures satellite 
links are managed for faults and site monitoring through our hub 
infrastructure, including Shiron and Gilat leading-edge platforms.
The Satellite Operations Belrose team consists of over 70 professionals 
including satellite control, orbit dynamics, spacecraft engineering, 
software management, network engineering and broadcast operations 
who are responsible for operation of the satellite fleet and for the 
management and maintenance of all ground station equipment. 
Lockridge Earth Station also comprises a team of eight managing the 
ground station equipment, communications and TT&C antennas.

OPTUS SATELLITE SOLUTIONS
Our portable solutions provide voice and data connectivity for users 
in remote areas. And solutions are available in a range of sizes – from 
backpack-sized devices through to trailers.

Mobile solutions provide a remote camp with private Optus 3G and dual-  
mode satellite/mobile handsets. And our fixed solutions provide fixed 
remote sites with connectivity back to head office and/or the internet. 

Portable solutions

SatVoyager™

SatTraveller™

Mobile solutions

SatZone™

SatVoice™

Fixed solutions

SatOffice™

SatMonitor™



Further 
information.

Important information: To use satellite voice and data services, clear line of sight between the antenna and the satellite must be maintained. Obstructions such as buildings, 
heavy tree coverage, bridges, overpasses, carports, garages may restrict the signal. Services running on the Inmarsat satellite network are not able to dial 000 or 112 Emergency 
Services numbers.

Optus SatTalk™ Thuraya service: Satellite calling requires clear line of sight to the Thuraya satellites. Emergency dialling cannot operate across satellite without a satellite SIM 
card in the handset and may not operate everywhere overseas across satellite mode (as per international roaming). Optus Thuraya satellite handsets cannot dial Emergency 
Services while the keypad is locked.
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Satellite voice and data solutions are 
part of an integrated communications 
solution by Optus.  
For all your satellite needs contact  
your Optus Account Manager or go  
to optus.com.au/satellite


